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Abstract: attack automatic feature extraction technology is an important research of network 
security technology. From the network present situation research proceed with, to attack the 
automatic feature extraction technology for definition and classifycation, and for each category of 
technology are introduced in detail, and presents several attacks of automatic feature extraction 
technology, finally to present these technical deficiencies and the possible development trend are 
discussed. 

Introduction 
With the rapid development of Internet and wide application, network attack increasing, 

destruction and threat to network infrastructure. Typical network attack means such as computer 
virus, spyware, worms and denial of service attacks into the network system, stealing and 
destroying system sensitive information, and blocking the key network service, seriously affected 
the normal operation of the network and the use of user. National Computer Network Emergency 
Response Coordination Center ( CNCERTCC ) research report shows, 2007, computer virus, denial 
of service attack, worm or Trojan, as well as the webpage of malicious code, network attack 
occupied our country network security events total 30%[1]. Therefore, timely and accurately detect 
and prevent network attacks against the network safe and reliable operation is very important. 

A large number of network attack analysis showed that the [2], network attack has certain 
characteristics, according to this feature can detect and prevent network attack. Based on this 
premise, the academia and industry has been proposed based on the characteristics of the network 
security system, such as a network intrusion detection system ( NIDS ), network intrusion 
prevention system ( NIPS ) and firewall etc, and widely implemented in practical environment, in 
detecting and preventing network attack a respect to obtain certain result. Usually, these systems are 
deployed in key network position, real-time capture network traffic, carries on the analysis to. From 
a group of related to flow rate measurement, can choose to attack the metric form characterization 
of subsets, each subset represents an attack characteristic. Based on the feature matching method, 
from the network flow feature extraction and predefined attack feature matching, thus identifying 
and filtering suspicious and aggressive behavior. 

In recent years, network attack showing a intelligent and polymorphic characteristics such as [3, 4]. 
First of all, network attack tools more automated and intelligent, easy to produce novel and variant 
attack; second, the network hacker continuously produced with polymorphism of attack, to avoid 
the security defense technology based on features. Based on the characteristics of the network 
security system should possess from the suspicious network traffic continued to extract and update 
the attack characteristic ability to defense, emerge in an endless stream of new network attack. 
Therefore, NIDS, NIPS and firewall based on the characteristics of the network security system is 
facing a critical question: how the real-time, efficient, accurate extraction of attack characteristics. 
Therefore, to study how fast, accurately detect the unknown attacks, and automatically extracted 
features, has become the research hotspot. 
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Attack of automatic feature extraction and classification 
Automatic generation of attack signatures is refers to does not need artificial help, automatically 

detect new attacks and to extract new attack characteristics of the process, its purpose is to as soon 
as possible to provide high quality IDS to detect rules as the main form of attack characteristics. 

Automatic generation of attack signatures for attack detection and feature extraction of 2 basic 
steps. Therefore, and intrusion detection system can be divided into network IDS ( NIDS ) and IDS 
( HIDS ) similar to the host, according to that the attack position, automatic generation of attack 
signatures can also be classified based on the network and host based 2 categories, respectively, 
abbreviated as NSG ( network-based signatures Generation ) and HSG ( host-based signatures 
generation ). 

NSG is mainly through the analysis of the network on suspicious data to extract the character 
type features. The character of the character is defined by the string ( binary string ) composition, 
distribution or frequency to describe attack. NSG system through data flow classifier or Honeypot 
system to discover network data in suspected attack behavior, and may include a sample suspected 
attack network data; and then it is divided into two parts, part of the NSG system of [4,5] on the 
suspicious data clustering, made from the same attack data are clustered together, then for each 
category of extracting attack characteristic, another part of NSG system without the clustering 
process, but the direct analysis of a mixture of multiple attacks of sample data, extraction can detect 
multiple attack characteristics. The final NSG system will extract the attack characteristics into 
detection rules, applied to IDS system detection. 

HSG mainly refers to the detection host anomaly and the use of the host on the collection of 
information to extract the attack characteristic. According to the obtained information of host 
number, HSG can be further divided into white box HSG method, HSG method and grey box black 
box HSG 3 kinds of methods. White box is required for the HSG method source code, by 
monitoring the execution of a program that the attack behaviors occur, then the control source 
extraction of attack characteristics; gray box HSG method does not need to program source code, 
but must closely monitor the implementation of the program, when it is discovered that the attack 
by the process context field analysis to extract the attack characteristic; black box HSG method 
proposed recently, which does not require source code does not need to monitor the execution of the 
program, but by the " test data " on the procedures to attack, if the attack is successful, indicated 
that " effective test data ", and the " data " extraction of attack characteristics. 

Attack automatic feature extraction technology 

machine learning based on the semantic feature extraction method based on Probability: 
an effective state automaton attack automatic feature extraction technology, is based on a 
probabilistic finite state automata algorithm PFSA ( Probabilistic Finite State Automaton ) on the 
cluster formation of clusters of induction treatment ( Cluster Generalization ), can be converted into 
finite state automata identified by regular language, and the extracted feature. Finite state automaton 
system [7] includes data extraction component ( Data Abstraction Component, DAC ) and feature 
extraction component ( Signature Generation Component, SGC ) two parts. Data extraction 
component through a series of modules of data preprocessing and normalization, which is suitable 
for clustering and feature extraction, the final formation of semi-structured conversation tree 
( SSTs ). The DAC component SSTs code after the formation of the XML output to the feature 
extraction component. SGC components on the standardization data using a star cluster on the 
connection and session clustering, in which the similarity measure using cosine similarity, and then 
use PFSA algorithm of cluster formation of clusters formed can be summed up, finite state automata 
identified regular language, namely characteristic. 

based on the COPP ( Content-based Payload Partitioning ) algorithm feature extraction 
method 

The method is based on the COPP algorithm for data flow dynamic cutting, then adopts the 
statistical method to extract the characters of attack. Autograph [31] feature extraction is mainly 
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divided into two processes. First, use COPP algorithm to find the suspicious by heuristic method for 
data flow data segmentation, method is first to define pause mark, and then to the sliding window 
concept to compare, every time they meet a pause mark on segmentation. Secondly, the use of 
statistical methods to identify the most frequently occurring packets as the attack characteristics, 
calculation of the partition. Each data packet number, if a packet number exceeds a certain 
threshold value, then generating features. 

based on the Rabin algorithm Fingerprints attack feature extraction method 
The method of data stream is partitioned according to a recursive pattern string with the text 

string hash function value to attack feature extraction. Rabin Fingerprints algorithm to define a 
Hashi function, and the function of the pattern string with the text string for pretreatment, and then 
to be compared with the pattern string with the text string Hashi functionals are numerically equal 
principle, followed by comparison. The algorithm can use the previous value of Hashi function is 
recursive the next value of Hashi function, in order to reduce string matching algorithm time 
complexity and space complexity. The first application of Rabin [8] fingerprints algorithm in 
automatic generation of attack signatures. The method by comparing the two main attack 
characteristics -- from the source of infection are common sequence and destination address, 
identify new attack, then use content filtering algorithm for automatic generation of attack 
signatures. 

based on the two series common subsequence algorithm attack feature extraction method 
The method is accomplished by finding the longest common substring to attack feature 

extraction. LCS algorithm to solve the problem is to find the two string is the biggest public 
substring, and the largest public substring location. The [8] is proposed based on two series LCS 
algorithm to extract the attack characteristic method, in the reconstituted from intrusion detection 
system data, using LCS algorithm two two alignment to find the longest common substring, in order 
to confirm the attack characteristics. Based on the data of Honeypot Honeycomb system, firstly 
reorganize all the data from the Honeypot, and then in these data, uses the LCS algorithm two two 
matching, find the longest common substring, so as to find out the attack characteristic. 

Problems and research direction 
problems 
Existing attack automatic feature extraction technique in detecting unknown attacks, and 

automatically extracted features, made some achievements, but also has some insufficiencies: 
( 1) feature extraction algorithm of high time complexity and space overhead. As of [12] using 

Rabin algorithm need to string pretreatment, a text string length m, string length N, then the 
algorithm pretreatment time on non ideal condition of time complexity is O ( MN ), also a larger 
space overhead. And as Autograph[9] COPP algorithm based on the use of statistical methods for 
feature extraction, program covers a large amount of system resources. 

( 2) the extracted attack characteristics of poor quality, high rate of false alarm. The algorithm 
has its own shortcomings and deficiencies : one is the algorithm is not stable, for example, as a 
result of Hashi's function of applicable scope is limited, leading sometimes generates error 
matching; two is the algorithm is too simple, such as the Honeycomb[10] algorithm is too simple, so 
that for protocols such as NetBIOS of short string types extracted feature often attack attack 
including a large number of unrelated sequences of characters, led to the extracted attack 
characteristics of poor quality, high rate of false alarm. 

( 3 ) for large deformation characteristics of attack to produce inaccurate, false negative rate is 
high, only the fairly limited attack type automatic feature extraction. Earlybird[9] and COPP based 
on the Autograph[11] are not considered protocol semantics, so only in a limited attack types by 
feature extraction. Autograph features are single continuous substrings, the attacker through the 
insertion or deletion of a few bytes can escape detection. Based on the probability of valid state 
automaton attack automatic feature extraction technology, it is difficult to extract substantial 
deformation of attack characteristics. 

research directions 
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For the NSG method, the study shows that in recent years: as long as the attack sample high 
quality and be able to correct the clustering, we can extract high quality characteristics. Therefore, 
the current NSG method to study the key lies in: one is how to get high quality attack samples? 
Through the improvement of Honeypot system as well as an increase in noise filtering mechanism 
is one of feasible direction. The two is how to correctly clustering attack samples? Existing 
clustering methods have lower accuracy and anti malware attacks the problem such as ability 
difference, a new clustering method can be used for reference in related fields, such as 
bioinformatics research. Three is able to effectively resist the malicious attacks and NSG system 
design must consider the important issues. HSG can rapidly and accurately find attack and 
positioning of attack area, extraction of compound features (i.e., in addition to byte features also 
joined with the process context related information) will have a stronger description ability, the rate 
of false positives is generally lower, however, they are difficult to be used by the existing IDS. 
Therefore, the extraction accuracy can be as simple as possible the existing IDS application byte 
type feature is the HSG development direction. 

The current HSG system output byte type characteristics compared to the NSG system also is not 
accurate enough, how to make full use of the host acquisition information makes the extracted 
Boolean byte character more precise and more complete is the direction in the future. In addition, 
reduces to the platform and environment dependent and reduce the influence on the system 
performance is also HSG system needs to emphasize improvements. The HSG system deployment 
in Honeypot there is generally no performance problems, so HSG technology and one 
high-alternative combining Honeypo system is a valuable research direction. 
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